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耳がdentkernel summation is an active resea陀htopic加machineLeaming and 
computational physics. Fast multipole methods ( FMMs）加particularare known 
as eficient computational methods in these fields, but thの1have not gained much 
attention in computational.finance. In的ispaper, we apply the improved fast Gauss 
transform ( IFGη，a version of an FMM, to the computation of European・type
option prices under Merton's jump-diffusion model. IFGT isapplied to computing 
the nonlocal integral terms in partial integrod俳rentialequations, and our results 
indicate that IFGT is usφl for the fast comp附 tionof option pricing under的is
modeL 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Jump-diffusion models, which incorporate jumps in asset dynamics, have at位acted
attention in financial indus町iesbecause the standard Black-Scholes model cannot 
capture the skew and smile effects observed in option markets. Jump-diffusion mod-
『 els訂econvenient in practice in由esense白紙theanalytical formula is appropriate 
for some types of option prices. For example, under Merton’s jump-diffusion model 
(Merton 1976), an analytical expression of path-independent European call option 
prices exis臼.Analytical formulas for some pa出・dependentoptions also exist under 
Kou’s jump-diffusion model (Kou and Wang 2003, 2004). Otherwise, Monte Carlo 
simulation釦d曲efinite-difference method are the standard tools used to compute 
prices. Monte Carlo simulation in particular is generally time consuming. In the case 
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of the finite-difference me出od,it is necess紅yto compute nonlocal integral opera-
tors for白ecorresponding p紅tialintegrodifferential equations (PIDEs) numerically, 
which is computationally expensive. A popul紅 efficientapproach to computing出e
ope附 orsis to use出efast Fourier甘ansform（開T)(see, for example, Andersen and 
Andreasen 2000; Tavella and Randall 2000; d’Halluin et al 2004, 2005); however, 
出ismethod requires two FFT operations at each time step and does not allow the 
direct use of nonuniform grids. 
In the fields of machine learning and computational physics, efficient kernel sum-
mation is actively studied.百iefast multipole methods (FMMs) originally proposed 
by Greengard釦dRokhlin ( 1987) have, in particular, been developed for efficient 
computation. In principle, the computational cost of these methods is 0 (M) given 
M points, which is less白組曲atof曲eFFT (for which出ecost is O(M log M)). 
FMMs have not yet attracted much attention in由efield of computational finance, 
and也eyhave been applied to only a few cases. For ex叩 iple，血eFMM method 
called白efast Gauss位ansform(FGT) (Greengard and Strain 1991) was applied by 
d'Halluin et al (2005) to compute integral terms in PIDEs, but出eysuggest出eFFt 
approach is superior to出atof FGT. The FGT approach requires an impractically 
large number of grid points in order to achieve the same accuracy as恥 FFTmethod.
Broadie and Yamamoto (2003) applied FGT to血emultinomial method and stochas-
tic mesh method, and the results of their numerical experimen臼indicate出創出euse 
of FGT enhances也eefficiency of白esemethods for pricing European and Bermu-
dan options. They also applied FGT with the double-exponential integration formula 
for pricing pa白・dependentoptions (Broadie and Yamamoto 2005). For the present 
paper, we applied白eimproved fast Gauss transform (IFGT) (Yang et al 2005; Rayk紅
et al 2005) to computing nonlocal integral operators in PIDEs under Merton’sjump-
diffusion model. Numerical results indicate白atIFGT evaluation is more efficient 
也anFFT evaluation and can achieve the S創m accuracy wi血apractical number of 
grid points. 
Outline 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 in町'Oduces出eIFGT. In Section 3, we 
in町oduceMerton’s jump-diffusion model and discuss the numerical results of pricing 
call options under血ismodel using the FFT and IFG’r methods. In Section 4, we apply 
IFGT to a two-dimensional version of Merton’s jump-diffusion model. Section 5 is
the conclusion. 
2 IMPROVED FAST GAUSS TRANSFORM 
In this section, we briefly introduce IFGT (Yang et al 2005; Raykar et al 2005). Given 
source points xi, x2, .. , XM1’同rgetpoints J1, J2, .. , YM2 and weight coefficients 
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C1, C2, .. , CM1, the kernel summation is the computation of the following sum: 
Mi 
F(yj) ＝乞C;K(x;, Yj ). 
FMM has been widely used for efficient computation; this efficiency is due to the 
basic idea of the method, which is to analytically approxima旬 thepotentially ful-
rank ma凶xas a sum of low-rank approximations. FGT (Greengard and Strain 1991) 
is加 FMMfor computing wi出respectto the Gaussian kernel 
K(x;,yj) ＝吋一走I万一均｜
FGT applies由eHermite expansion of exp（一(1/h2)11Yj一x;ll2）’ butterms in由e
expansion inc回aseexponentially in出emultidimensional case. On the other hand, 
IFGT (Yang et al 2005; Raykar et al 2005) uses出emultivaria旬 Taylorexpansion 
and succeeds in computing with a cost白atgrows only polynomially in由emulti・
dimensional case. The basic schemes of IFGT given in Raykar et al (2005) are as 
follows. Given a desired eπor bound of e > 0, IFGT computes出eapproximated 
F(yj) (denoted by F(yj)), such出at
一一 IF(Yj)-F(yj)I ~晶
&AT. L:巴IC;I 、v
To achieve the desired eπor bound, the points are divided into clusters S1 (I -
1, 2, .. , L) by farthest point clustering (Gonzalez 1985). Given a cluster center X*/, 
由旬m exp（一2/h2)l:l.Yjl:l.X;) in the expansion 
吋一去｜｜力一均！｜
＝保p（一会｜｜的｜｜い（一会ll:l.x;lい（十万l:l.x;
is expressed as a multivariate Taylor expansion at X*1 as the following: 
イ十万Ll.x；） 勾Efi（勺X*/f(Xiアヅ
The truncation number p; can be chosen sep訂atelyfor each source point x;. Then 
ん＇j)＝拾いp（一会｜万－n112)（ルアif (2.1) 
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where 
←＊ .~Ci 侃p （一会 llx； 一利112)Ci ア＇Y
Defining Pmax :=max; p; and using an indicator function, (2.1) is equiv叫entto
的＞ = ~ 1111,,E-1 c伊 p（一手lYi－叶
where 
り＝fi x~1 Ci叶
The computational cost of computing F (y i) at M2 points is 0 ( M2); that of computing 
C/J is O(M1). Because伽 ecan be computed separately, the total com叩putati
is O(M1 + M2). Furthermore, the Gaussian kernel decays rapidly, so Raykar et al 
(2005) achieve faster computation by discarding al由epoin臼ina cluster白atare 
f紅白eraway合om血etarget point Yi血ana certain distance (called the cu to釘radius
andde削 edc;): 
F(yj) = IYi －~1<4 11三y寸会Iη－X*1112）（ルア1t
where 
り ＝ fix~，Ci exp（一会liXi-X*11i2) (Xiアヅ1刷物一1
百iedetails of the algorithm to choose the number of clusters, L, truncation numbers, 
p;, andc脚質radi,c;, are given in R俳 aret al (2005), which also disct附 Sin detail 
曲edifferences between FGT and IFGT. In the present paper, we s甘essthe following 
two advantages of IFGT over the original FGT. 
First, Raykar et al (2005) note由atFGT uses two types of expansion (far-field and 
local) and needs the cumbersome translation between the two expansions. On the 
other hand, the multivariate Taylor expansion in IFGT has nice propertiesぉbotha 
far-field and a local expansion; we can thus avoid representing two kinds of expansion, 
as well邸白etranslation operation. 
Journal of Computational Finance 18(2) 
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Second, Raykar et al (2005) suggest白at,in order to obtain the S創neerror bound, 
IFGT requires fewer terms of the multivariate Taylor expansion than the Fσf requires 
of either the Hermite or the Taylor expansion. This seems consistent with the result of 
d'Halluin et al (2005）白紙FGTrequires a larger number of grid points to achieve an 
ace町acysimilar to出atof FFf. This is because the slow convergence of the Hermite 
expansion makes finer spatial discretization necess紅yin order to achieve the desired 
accuracy. 
3 ONE-DIMENSIONAL JUMP-DIFFUSION MODELS 
3.1 Meはon’sjump-diffusion model 
In白ispaper, we consider Merton’s jump-diffusion model (Merton 1976). Merton’s 
model dynamics of釦 assetvalue S, under the risk-neutral measure gives 
「 N(t） 可
S(t) = S(O）叫I(r一戸－AK)t＋ σW(t）＋ ~Y;I, 
where r is恥 risk-freerate，σis出evolatility of the Brow凶佃 term,N(t) ・is a 
Poisson process wi出p訂ameterλandK = E[eY］ー 1.百ielogari白mof the jump 










?? ????、? ? (3.1) 
Then出evalue of option V(S, t) with maturity T satisfies出efollowing PIDE 
(Merton 1976): 
av σ2 a2v av r 
一＝一一τ＋(r -A.K)S一一（r＋λ）V ＋λl V(S17, t)f（り）d71, (3.2) 
aτ2 as2 as lri,. 
where τ＝ T-t isthe time to maturity. The change of variables x = log(S / K) and 
v(x，τ） = V(S，τ） gives the PIDE 
av σ2 a2v f σ2 、av r+00 
一＝一一＋( r---AK）一一（r＋λ）叫λl v(x+z，τ）f(z) dz. (3.3) 
aτ2 ax2 ¥ 2 J ax 1-o 
In the case of a European cal option, the initial condition is given by 
v(x, 0) = max(Kex -K, 0), 
where K isthe strike price. The boundary conditions紅egiven by 
1一歩u. X 今ー一。o,
り（x，τ）｛’I~ Kex -Ke-rτ，x→＋∞． 
Research Paper ww.risk.net/journal 
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In由ecぉeof a digital cal option, the i凶tialcondition is given by v (x, 0) = 1 if
x > 0, and the boundary conditions are given by 
x－今一00,的七：rr:, X→＋∞ 
For simplicity, we numerically solve this equation via the Crank-Nicolson scheme 
for lミi毛M 組 dlミjミN(M represen脂thenumber of disα・etization points, 
and N represen岱thenumber of time steps), 
vi+l i ム’-v .. 
; A ; = 4D(v{+1 + v{) ＋λInt{x;, t1 ). 
L主τ 一－
D ( v{)are discretizations of the di偽ren
defined俗 follows： 
r+oo f (sー （x－μ）戸、
Int(x，τ）：＝一一 l v(s，τ）expト ヲ l
2πY2 1-oo ¥ 2y2 } 
ι f (s；ー い一μ））ヘ
均一一τ）: v(s；，τ）侃p卜 今 I 2iry2 た~ ¥ 2y:l ノ
(3.4) 
where血eW；旬rmsare weights出atdepend on the numerical evaluation of the inte-
gr.叫.At each time step, we evaluate Int(x；，む）explicit!ぁbutuse of iteration schemes 
(se, for example, d’Halluin et al 2004, 2005) is also possible as a means of maintain-
ing second-order accuracy wi曲 respectto time. Di問ctcomputation of血eintegral 
旬m I (x;, ti) is computationally expensive, so in血ispaper we apply IFGT for白e
computation. IFGT C佃 dealwi出nonuniformgrids directly, and it is also possible to 
cons加はnonuniform grids in such a way血atmore accuracy is achieved. However, 
for simplicity, we use a uniform grid in血ispaper. Another widely used approach 
is the FFT method (se, for example, Andersen and Andreasen 2000; Tavella and 
Randall 2000; d’Hall凶net al 2004, 2005). At each time step，出eprocedure of出e
FFT 脱出odis to first compute出eFourier transform of v. Next, we multiply the 
Fourier位ansformof v by出eFourier transform of f佃 d,finaly, we compu飽白e
inverse Fourier transform. The FFT method is more efficient也組必民ctcomputation, 
but two FFT operations are necessary at each time step. Also, the FFT method oes 
not allow the direct use of nonuniform grids and requires ex蜘 ded回：gionsto avoid 
wraparound efects. 
3.2 Numerical experiments 
IFGT in this paper is executed on仕eelyavailable C++ software. 1 The integral operator 
Int(x，τ） isapproxima飽dby the trapezoid rule.百tedesired error bound e issetぉ
1 Codes a即 availableat www.umiacs.umd.edu/labs/cvVpirVvikas/Software/IFGT/IFGT_code.htm. 
Journal of Computational丹1nance18(2) 
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10-6, and血eupper limit on the number of clusters is set as 10. In addition, al 
the truncation numbers are set as a constant number, Pc, and we V訂ythe value of 
Pm邸（= Pc) to see how Pmax influences the accuracy of option prices. The grid points 
are fixed under the Crank-Nicolson scheme, so for the IFGT evaluation we apply 
f紅白stpoint clustering at山 initialtime step only. The number of grid points to 
compute Int(x，τ） isset as 2a, where αis the smallest integer satisfying M < 2α． 
Table 1 on出enext page and Table 2 on page 41 list the results of a comp訂ison
between the IFGT method and the FFI' method for European calls and digital calls, 
respectively. Truncation of the multivariate Taylor expansion in出eIFGT affects出e
accuracy of the numerical evaluation oflnt(x，τ） inPIDEs. For example, a small num-
berfor Pmax (eg, Pmax = 15) is not sufficient for approximating lnt(x，τ） successfully, 
and the maximum error value cannot necessarily be reduced just by increasing M and 
N. On the other hand，出eIFGT method achieves an accuracy similar to血atofFFf
if Pmax is sufficiently large (Pmax = 20 for European calls and Pmax = 35 for digital 
cals). In addition，出evalues of Ratio(T) are greater也an2 in most cぉes,which 
indicates由atIFGT is more efficient even if it is compared wi血justone operation of 
FFI'. Figure 1 on page 44 shows the price, Delta and Gamma values of a digital cal; 
as shown, these values are smooth functions of the stock price. 
As presented in Table 3 on page 45 and Table 4 on page 45, the value of y appear-
ing in the integral operator lnt(x，τ） influences血eIFGT evaluation. Decreasing y 
increases the e首ectof exponential decay on the integrand, leading to rapid conver-
gence of the multivariate Taylor expansion. Therefore, for example, Pmax = 1 is
sufficient for pricing European and digital calls with y = 0.05. 
It is possible to apply IFGT to ano出erjump-diffusion model, called the stochastic 
volatility model with jumps in return and volatility (SVCJ model) (Duffie et al 2000), 
ぉ isshown in Appendix A. It is mteresting to consider the possibility of applying 
IFGTtoKou’s jump-diffusion model (Kou 2002), but, even without the help of IFGT, 
we can easily achieve a linear computational cost. One method is proposed in C紅r
and Mayo (2007), and we detail this in Appendix B. 
4 APPLICATION TO THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL MERTON 
JUMP-DIFFUSION MODEL 
In principle, IFGT can be applied to multidimensional cases. Therefore, as one 
ex出nple,we consider the following two-dimensional Merton model, proposed by 
Huang and Kou (2006). However, we assume here that出elog紅i出mof the jump 
size follows a norm叫 distributionrather由組 anasymme凶CLaplace distribution. 
Wi白血ismodel, the asset values S1 and S2 follow under the risk-neutral measure 
Research Paper www.risk.net/joumal 
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European伺”priceusing the IFGT and FFT methods (K = 100, T = 0.25). [Table continues on next two pages.] TABLE 1 
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FFT IFGT(pm副＝45)
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Paramete隠 usedare r = 0.05，σ＝ 0.25，λ＝0.1，μ＝ー 0.9and y = 0.35. M猷 error悶阿倍entsthe maximum of the difference加tweenthe pr陶 computedby the Crank-
Nicolson scheme and the anal凶回lprices given in Merton (1976) on [log(90/K),log(110/K)] with re叩創価x.Ratio represents the ratio of the CPU time for the given g柑
points to the time制thhalf田 manypoints in each dir回 tion.Ratio(T）陪presentsthe悶踊oof the CPU time taken in the回seof the FFT method to the CPU time taken in the case 
of the IFGT『neth剖．
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Digital cal price using the IFGT and FFT methods (K = 100, T = 0.25). [Table continues on next two pages.] TABLE2 
FFT IFGT(pm邸＝ 15) 
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向 ramete隠 U甜 dare r = 0.05，σ＝ 0.25，λ＝ 0.1, μ. ＝ー 0.9and y = 0.35. M似 errorrepr，邸側tsthe maximum difference between the pri伺 comp凶凶bythe Crank-Nicolson 
scheme and the an創刊回Iprices given in Merton (1976) on [log(90/ K), log(110/ K)] with respect to x. Ratio repre田 nti?the阻tioof肋eCPU time for the given grid points to the 
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Parameters used a陪 r= 0.05，σ＝0.25，λ＝ 0.1, μ ＝ー 0.9and y = 0.35. (a) Option凋lue.(b) Del簡略lue.(c) 
Gamma四lue.
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TABLE 3 Max error for different Pmax and y values in the伺 seof a European call (M = 
8066, N = 1600). 
Pmax )' = 0.40 )' = 0.35 )' = 0.15 )' = 0.05 )' = 0.0001 
0.011004 0.002559 0.000119 0.000010 0.000010 
5 0.021614 0.020654 0.004607 0.000010 0.000010 
10 0.000765 0.002238 0.006046 0.000010 0.000010 
20 0.000050 0.000011 0.006046 0.000010 0.000010 
30 0.000050 0.000011 0.000264 0.000010 0.000010 
40 0.000050 0.000011 0.000010 0.000010 0.000010 
50 0.000050 0.000011 0.000010 0.000010 0.000010 
60 0.000050 0.000011 0.000010 0.000010 0.000010 
70 0.000050 0.000011 0.000010 0.000010 0.000010 
TABLE4 M似 errorfor different Pmax and y values in the case of a digital call (M = 8066, 
N = 1600). 
Pmax )' = 0.40 )' = 0.35 )' = 0.15 y = 0.05 y = 0.0001 
0.000593 0.000639 0.000014 0.000002 0.000002 
5 0.000336 0.001453 0.000268 0.000002 0.000002 
10 0.000849 0.000981 0.000682 0.000002 0.000002 
20 0.000085 0.000063 0.000484 0.000002 0.000002 
30 0.000002 0.000006 0.000123 0.000002 0.000002 
40 0.000002 0.000003 0.000007 0.000002 0.000002 
50 0.000002 0.000002 0.000002 0.000002 0.000002 
60 0.000002 0.000002 0.000002 0.000002 0.000002 
70 0.000002 0.000002 0.000002 0.000002 0.000002 
(Huang and Kou 2006) 
.- N(t） 『
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where Kk = E[eyk] -1, W1 and m訂eindependent Brownian motions, p is血e
correlation and N(t) is a Poisson process with p紅ameterλ＝λc＋λ1＋λ2・In this 
model, eachぉsetexhibits a common jump wi曲λcand independent jumps wi出λ1
and A.2, respectively. The logarithm of each jump size Y; follows a normal dis凶buti on. 
The infinitesimal generator of process ( S 1 ( t), S2 (t) is given in Huang and Kou (2006) 
46 
av av σf a2v 
Im v = (r-!af -AK1）一＋ (r-1σ・i-AK2）ー＋一一一
ax1 2 2 ax2 2 ax12 
as 
＋σi a2v 2 a2v 
一ー一一一－-.・σヲ一一一一一2 ax22 I ，.，~且~ax1x2 
+ l.cI:" I:" v(x1 + Y1,X2 + Y2. r）ぷり，y<2>(Y1iy州 dy2
－λcV(Xi, X2，τ） 
＋λ1 I:" v(x1 ＋川仙）{y1) d 
＋λ2 （＂υ（x + Y2山川2一λ2V仇川
where /[0人y<2>is the bivariate normal density with mean me and variance Jふ
Pcν1,c V2,c ¥ 
v2 I’ 1,c I 
，／ νL 
"C - I 
¥Pcνl,cV2,c me ＝（：~：：）， 
andんo>,/y<2> are independent normal densities wi白meansm 1 and m2佃 dvari-
ances v~ and vi, respectively. Then, leting x1 = log(Si/C1) and x2 = log(S2／今）
(Cf is a scaling factor），出evalue of option v satisfies由efollowing PIDE (se, for 
example, Cont and T出lkov2003): 
町一Imv + rv = 0.
To solve the two-dimensional PIDE numericallぁweuse the simplest alternating 
direction implicit (ADI) scheme of the Douglas-Rachford method (Douglas and 
Rachford 1956): 
(1 -BAi)Y = [1 +Ao+ (1 -B)A1 + A2]V", 
(1 -BA2)vn+l = Y -BA2 V". 
Ao denotes the mixed derivatives and the double integral operators, A 1 denotes the 
spatial derivatives in the x1 direction and A2 denotes the spatial derivatives in出e
? ? ? ?
」
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x2 direction. This method is of first-order accuracy in time, and at each time step 
the Thomas algorithm is used to solve for Y and yn+i. In the following numerical 
experiment, we set 8 = 0.5 and use uniform grid points for simplicity. If we also 
assumeλ1＝λ2 = 0 for simplicity, we need to compute the following integral at 
each time step: 
J'+OO J'+oo 
Int(x1,X2,r) := / / v(x1 +y1,x2+y2,r)ff<1>y<2>(Y1,y2)dy1dY2 
J-OO J-00 
"+oo "+oo 
= I l 的 ItS2，τ）ffco,y<2 
J－。 J－。
where /f<0 y<2> (s1 -X1t s2 -x2) is a bivariate normal densiザ
2πνl,cν2,c Ifて宗
一一／ 1 「（s1ー（x1+ m1,c))2 (s2一（x2+ m2,c))2 
×exn Eー lw~.I:' ¥ 2(1 -Pc2) Lν~c 
-2ρ （s1一（x1+ m1,c))(s2 -(x2 + m丸c))T). 
fJC I I 
We can apply IFGT to出isintegral by expressing itぉfollows(see Appendix C for 
出ederivation): 
( (s1ー（x1+ m1,c))2 + (s~ 一 （x~ + m~.c))2 、
I +(s;(s1ts2）一（x;(x1tx2) + m;,c))2 I 





x; (x1, x2) := 
s; (s1, s2) := 
m~.c := 
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TABLE 5 Basket cal price using the IFGT and FFT methods (K = 100, T = 0.15). 
IFGT (Pmax = 1) FFT 
M N Price Time (s) Ratio Ratlo(T) Price Time (s) Ratio 
62 32 2.040948 0.390 2.392 2.041042 0.933 
124 64 2.067723 3.024 7.754 2.447 2.067734 7.399 7.930 
248 128 2.072201 22.720 7.513 2.774 2.072202 63.020 8.517 
496 256 2.073188 185.689 8.173 3.021 2.073188 561.027 8.902 
W向1＇~8叩也a市·~：n帽h愉rC~rl~田~·，~：f~o;岡1:0．山＝~~陶~.製1~＇抽·~~ρ~：~ aー回~ot，λc = 0r~e~~＇.耐c ＝副首－泡1 加白川国，1111~= 0 45,m2,c ＝ー0.75,= 50. p 2.73939 computed by 
with Sobol sequences. 
Table 5 lists the pricing results for a basket call with payo釘max（々 が1＋今ex2_
K, 0) for the case of an in旬：graloperator approxima旬dby the double甘apezoidrule. 
As in the one-dimensional case, al the truncation numbers紅eequal. The desired error 
bound E is set at 1 Q-6，組d出eupper limit on the number of clusters is set at 10. The 
Douglas-Rachford method with explicit evaluation of the integral operator seems to 
give linear convergence, as expected. Again, we achieve the same accuracy in less time 
白釦usingthe FFf method. Values of Pc and v 1,cappe訂ingin the integral operator 
lnt(X1, X2，τ）influence白eIFGT evaluation. Moreover, the exponential effect in血e
integrand is l紅ger由anin the one-dimensional case, and the multivariate Taylor 
expansion converges rapidly. As a result, a truncation number of Pmax = 1 issufficient 
to achieve the sむneaccuracy as出eFFf method, and, according to O町 numerical
experiments, this is true for v 1,cacross白erange仕om0.1 to 0.7 wi由Pc= 0.5. 
Figure 2 on the facing page shows the price, Delta, and Gamma values of a spread 
call wi由 payoffm依（C1ex2ー今ex1-K, O); as shown，出esevalues are smooth 
functions of the stock price. 
5 CONCLUSION 
In白ispaper, we use IFGT (Yang et al 2005; Raykar et al 2005) to solve PIDEs efi-
ciently under Merton’s jump-diffusion model. The implementation is straighぜorw訂d,
and our numerical ex出nplesdemons佐ate由at血eIFGT method is more efficient白an
出eFFf method and can achieve the S倒neaccuracy with a practical number of grid 
points. For evaluation of PIDEs, we apply the simple finite di偽rencemethod (the 
Crank-Nicolson scheme in one-dimension and the Douglas-Rachford scheme in two-
dimensions), but it is easy to expect出ata combination of IFGT with a higher-order 
ADI scheme (see, for example, Craig and Sneyd 1988; Hundsdorfer2002), along with 
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Parameters are r = 0.05, a1 = 0.15，σ2 = 0.15，ρ＝ー 0.5，λc= 0.1, m1,c ＝ー 1.0,1 .c = 0.45, m2,c ＝ー 0.75,
12,c = 0.40，ρc = -0.5 and C.r ＝印.(a) Option凋lue,S2(0) ＝田.(b) Option value, s, (O) = 50.(c) Del鎗凋lue,
Si(O) = 50.(d) Del泊施lue,S,(O) ＝田.(e) Gamma value, S2(0) ＝田．｛町Gammavalue, S1 (O) ＝田．
出euse of nonuniform grid points, can achieve greater efficiency. IFGT is applied only 
for a Merton-type jump model in the present paper, but another FMM, known as由e
kernel-independent FMM (see, for example, Ying et al 2004; Fong and Darve 2009), 
C釦 beused for other jump models as well. We expect由鉱山euse of such an FMM 
will contribute to efficient option pricing under general Levy processes, and血isis 
left for future research. 
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APPENDIX A. APPLICATION OF IMPROVED FAST GAUSS 
TRANSFORM TO THE STOCHASTIC VOLATILITY 
MODEL WITH JUMPS IN RETURN AND VOLATILITY 
Letting X1 = log(S1) and V, be the instantaneous variance，出eぉsetunder the SVCJ 
model (Duffie et al 2000; Feng and Linetsky 2008) follows 
X1 = (u一杯ー）dt + .jV;: dW11 + dん
九＝κ（B一九一）dt+ ~v'耳ごd的t+ dん，
where （んJ1v) is a two-dimensional jump process, W11 and W21 are Brownian 
motions wi出dW11 d W21 = p dt, " isa mean-reversion parameter and~ is a vo凶 lity
p紅ameterofVi. The infinitesimal generator for (X,, Vi) is given in Feng釦dLinetsky
(2008) as 
{ v、Bf Bf v B2 f ~2v B2 f p~v B2 I 
・= ( u --）一＋κ（B-v）ー ＋一一一＋一一一τ＋一一一一¥ 2) Bx Bv 2 Bx2 2 Bv2 2 Bxv 
"+oo "+oo 
＋λl / f(x +xi, v + vi)p(xi, vi) dxi dv1ー λf(x,v), 
JO J-oo 
where p(xi, vi) is出ejoint bivariate normal density 
I { vi (xi -m -PJV1)2、
一一一一一 － ν,/21tS玄－・・rkν 2s2 }'
This implies白at,given jump size v1 of V,，血ejump size of X1 is normally dis町ibuted
wi白me釦 m+ p J v1 and variance s2. Then the value of option F satisfies the following 
PIDE (se, for example, Cont and T倒的1V2003): 
九一ImF+rF = 0.
h血iscぉe,we need to calculate a two-dimensional integral term, so we can apply 
IFGT by expressing the integral as follows: 
ふれ：00exp （－~），~（xi. vi) 
寸附v） 一（~~1，町）＋m))2）山1dv1, 
where x'(x, v) := x -PJV. But白ev叫ueof s isexpec旬dto be small (for example, 
calibration gives s = 0.0001 in Du伍eet al (2000) ).In this case, the simple summation 
of some integrands around x and v seems to be sufficient, because the exponential 
function exp（ー（x'(x,v) -x'(x1, v1) + m)2 /2s2) decays rapidly for smalls. 
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APPENDIX B. KOU’S JUMP-DIFFUSION MODEL 
We leave the details of Kou’s jump-diffusion model to Kou (2002), but to compute 
option prices under PIDE, it is necess訂yto compute the following form of integral 
operator: 
/_:0 v(x + z，τ）f(z) dz 
1'0 l'+OO 
=Ai/ v(x + z，τ）eGiz dz+ A2 / v(x + z，τ）e-G2z dz 
l'X l'+OO 
= A1e-Gix / v(s，τ）eG1s ds + A2eG2x / v(s，τ）e-G2s ds, 
where A 1,A2, G1釦dG2 are sc叫訂constants.It is interesting to consider the possi-
bility of applying IFGT to由istype of kernel, but, even without the help of IFGT, we 
can easily achieve a linear computational cost. One method is proposed in C訂r飢 d
Mayo (2007) and, according to出eirpaper, the second term is expressed as follows: 
A2e°'"' L+o v(s，τ同 sds
=A戸 1+0v(s，τ）円ds-A2eGzx 1"'v(s, r)e-Gzs ds. 
The second integral can be computed recursivelyぉ follows,to achieve a linear 
computational cost: 
? ???????????、 ??????， ， ． 、???????????、 ． ， ，???， ， ．???
?????? ?????『 ， ???、 ． ，???，????
????? 『 。
where the w; terms are weights that depend on the numerical evaluation of the integral. 
APPENDIX C. APPLICATION OF IMPROVED FAST GAUSS 
TRANSFORM TO THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
MERTON MODEL 
First, we assume Pc ~ 0.-Then 
(s1ー （x1+ m1 c))2 (s2ー （x2+ m2 c))2 
内＋内
Vic Vic 
-2o. (s1ー （x1+ m1,c))(s2ー （x2+ m2,c)) 
”c ν1,cν2,c 
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1-p. 2 1-Pc ＝~［s1 ー（x1+ m1,c)] ＋一τ一［s2ー （x2+ m2,c)]2 
1i,c 12,c 




＋守［~s2 －（まx2 ＋ ま叫］
＋！す［ν1,cJ石。1 － ~m1,c))
- Vt,c店。2ーな：m2,c))]
2 1-Pc ·＝~［s1 ー（x1 + m1,c)] ＋ーす－［s~ -(x~ + m; c)]2 
Vic Vic 
＋与竺［s;(s1,s2）ー （x;(x1tx2) + m; c)]2, 
vr.c 




? ???、??? ? ?? ?? ??，? 、?
(s1一（x1+ m1,c))2 + (s~ -(x~ + m~.c）戸、
+ (s; (s1, s2）ー （xHx1,x2) + m; c))2 I 
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Similarly for Pc < 0, the integrand is expressed as 
{ (s1一（xi+ m1,c))2 ＋弘一 （x~+ m~，c ）戸 、
I +(sHs1, s2）ー （x;(x1,x2) + m;,c))2 I 
v(s., s2，τ） exp I - I I 2v?,c (I -Pc) I 
where 
x; (xi, x2) := 
s; (s1, s2) := 
m' 3,c ・-
IPcl . / IPcl 1 
1ー jpJ"'l,c,-V亡両mυ
Combining the two cases，出ein旬：gralis expressedぉ
f (s1ー（xi+ m1,c))2 + (s~ -(x~ + m~ c）戸 、
I +(s; (s1, s2）一（x;(x1,x2) + m;,c))2 I 





x; (xi, x2) := 
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